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Abstract
Discussion about mental health issues is increasing in our culture, particularly
through social media. This research and design project examines the stigma and
taboo surrounding mental health narratives in the media and explores the need
for an online podcast and space to provide insight into the perspectives of people who grow up in households with family members that are affected by mental
illness, specifically parents, carers and guardians.

In presenting personal experiences, relevant literature and similar projects, this
study will question whether there is scope for further representation of mental
illness in media and how to do this in ways that reduce shame around this discourse.

In designing a media brand, CandidTalk, through the platforms of podcasting and
distributing social media content, this study documents the process, feedback
and engagement that points towards a need for a Scotland-based online space
that lends compassionate, understanding insight around growing up with family
members affected by mental illness.
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Chapter One:Introduction
CandidTalk
For my Final Project and Dissertation, I have created audio and visual content for a platform I
founded, named CandidTalk. I have produced and created a series of podcast episodes, graphic
design images, photographs, video clips and written a great deal of social media copy, which I
have been disseminating across social media platforms as part of a communications strategy to
promote the CandidTalk podcast episodes which are being released on a weekly basis from 8th
July to 16th September 2018.

CandidTalk is designed as an online media outlet where young people in Scotland can learn
about, discuss and share their own experiences of growing up with parents, guardians or family
members affected by mental health issues, including mental illness, addiction and challenging
behaviour patterns.

The overall purpose of CandidTalk is to reduce stigma and shame surrounding mental health and
family issues, promoting awareness and acceptance of various mental illnesses and family relationship difficulties.

I aim to achieve these goals by presenting open, compassionate, non-judgemental perspectives
through the communications and content I create. The main conversations happen through CandidTalk Podcast, permeating all of the other forms of content, which are designed around the
themes that occur in discussions on CandidTalk Podcast.

In showcasing quotes, soundbites and topics from the podcast episodes through imagery, videos,
and captions on CandidTalk social media sites, I aim to promote the full podcast episodes in addition to encouraging awareness about mental health issues.
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In producing and hosting CandidTalk Podcast, I recruit different people to discuss their own experiences growing up with parents who struggle with mental illness. For season one, 8th July to 16th
September, there are ten episodes overall. I will expand on the development of this creative component in chapter three.

The digital and cultural aspect of CandidTalk has been inspired by social media and podcast-oriented communities that engage with different taboo issues. I will explore this in chapter two.

Important Note for Examiners: Accessing Project Content
At the time of this document’s submission, I will have recorded and edited eight episodes and have
provided links to them on page III. Episodes one to six will be fully available to the public when
this dissertation is submitted, accessible via the main podcast links listed. Due to the nature of the
podcast episode release schedule, Jemma’s episode, along with episodes seven and eight, are
presented on private links as indicated on page III. Although I updated the CandidTalk website with
content as part of this project, the website design is not part of this submission, it was created prior
to this semester. The project submission is specifically audio, image and video files created for
CandidTalk podcast and social media platforms.

All images and video created for each episode’s social media promotion can be found in the SD
card folders, entitled ‘Social Media Images’ and ‘Social Media Videos.’ The majority of these can
be viewed on CandidTalk social media platforms, linked on page IV, but the visual content for episodes seven and eight will likely only be available on the SD card, as they will be made public on a
schedule between 21st August and 16th September 2018.

CandidTalk’s Background, My Approach to this Project
In early 2018, my peer, Becky Todd expressed interest in holding group meetings in local community centres for people affected by the aforementioned issues. With Becky’s help, I decided to
expand this concept to be accessible via an online vehicle that could reach more people and provide digital content for those affected, in addition to raising awareness about the impact of mental
illness upon children and dependents.
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Becky and I both have parents affected by these issues. Between Becky’s experience as a Support Worker and my own in an Emergency Call Handler role at Police Scotland, we both understand the complex issues involved in the areas of addiction, mental illness and family breakdown.

Although Becky has not participated in developing the digital and creative aspects of this project,
she contributed to the concept of CandidTalk and therefore her values, insight and advice about
language and stigma inform many decisions I make regarding the communications in this project.
Becky participates as a guest on CandidTalk Podcast, episode seven and has allowed me to discuss her experiences and insight in this dissertation.

As I was studying the Digital Playgrounds for the Online Public course in this MSc programme, I
began to develop CandidTalk, creating an interactive map with videos (https://www.candidtalkscotland.com/meetings) of community centre spaces we would use when holding group meetings in
future, as a means for reducing fear for people who wished to attend but perhaps felt afraid because they did not know what to expect.

Through the practise and theory I learned in the Innovation-Driven Entrepreneurship elective
course in this programme, I began refining the direction for CandidTalk’s purpose, brand, communications and content.

I decided to pursue this venture further in my Design and Digital Media Final Project and dissertation, creating visual and audio content that would promote and build the platform.

In addition to my experience in emergency service and in mentoring young people during my
time working in Upstate New York, my background is in performing arts. After dropping out of high
school, aged fifteen, I studied NC, HNC and HND Acting and Performance and went on to complete an undergraduate degree in Contemporary Screen Acting, where I studied filmmaking, production, presenting skills and marketing.
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I am extremely interested in relationships, social interaction, wellbeing, mental and physical health
and consider this to inform my ultimate skillset which is made up of storytelling and engagement.
This underpins my motivations in developing CandidTalk.

Mental Illness and Addiction in Scotland
“Mental illnesses are health conditions involving changes in thinking, emotion or behaviour (or a
combination of these). Mental illnesses are associated with distress and/or problems functioning in
social, work or family activities” (American Psychiatric Association, 2018).

Addiction is a “complex condition, a brain disease that is manifested by compulsive substance use
despite harmful consequence. People with addiction (severe substance use disorder) have an intense focus on using certain substance(s), such as alcohol or drugs, to the point that it takes over
their life” (American Psychiatric Association, 2018).

The Scottish Government (2018) stated that mental illness “is one of the major public health challenges in Scotland”, with around “one in three people” estimated to be “affected by mental illness
in any one year.”

“In 2009, 58% of people who had suffered a mental health problem had experienced stigma or
discrimination at some point in the previous five years” (BBC News, 2016). Scotland also has a
“strong drinking culture” and acceptance of regular inebriation which contributes to the stigma surrounding alcoholism (Alcohol Rehab, 2018).

This drinking culture and stigma could be factors in the reasons that “Scots are five times more
likely to die from addiction, in comparison to English counterparts” (Rehab4Addiction, 2018).

CandidTalk’s content is focused on addressing mental health in relation to how it affects family relationships, specifically from the perspective of people who have grown up with a parent struggling
with a mental health condition. A survey highlighted that “more than 80% of patients agreed that
their mental health conditions had had a detrimental effect on their family” (Priory, 2018).
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Being raised in a household with a parent or guardian affected by mental illness or substance
dependence is considered to be an Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE), along with emotional
abuse, physical abuse and sexual abuse (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC-Kaiser ACE Study, 1997).

Participants in the CDC-Kaiser ACE study received a score per ACE they had. The study uncovered that the higher an individual’s ACE score, the worse their health can become. This study also
found that ACEs are common; sixty-seven percent of the population have one (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC-Kaiser ACE Study, 1997).

Dr. Burke Harris (2014) acknowledges the cultural shame aspect attached to ACEs, asserting that,
as a society, we would prefer not to believe that ACEs affect us because “we don’t want to look at
it.”

Respectively, Becky and myself have both been able to reflect that it is the stigma attached to
mental health issues that prevented us from seeking support with our family issues for a long time.
We were socially conditioned to be ashamed of our struggles and to expect our perspectives to be
dismissed upon presenting them.

This dangerous pattern, which many people have confided in me that they have also experienced,
reinforces the isolation people feel when they are encountering mental illness and toxic relationships.

In presenting open and supportive discussion about these issues, CandidTalk’s aim is not only to
educate those who are unaware of them, but to provide comfort and solidarity to those who are affected and feel isolated. I will further examine mental health narratives in media discourse throughout chapter two.
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Social Media and Podcasting
I chose to use podcasting and social media sites as the vehicles for delivering CandidTalk’s content and communications. Due to the interactive, accessible, pervasive and wide-reaching nature
that social media has the potential to harness, it is an ideal space for CandidTalk’s platform.

“Social media and online communities offer increased possibilities for connection, interaction and
participation but also new media with tools for self-presentation and identity management.” (Warburton, 2013:1)

The primary medium CandidTalk will operate through is podcasting. When produced well, podcasting has the potential to engage with audiences more deeply than other forms of media. Podcasting
provides the opportunity to be informal and educational.

“Unlike in other media, where the trend has been to cater to shorter and shorter attention spans —
podcasts celebrate long form storytelling. Listener engagement is high” (Green, 2015:1).

In this sense, as podcasting can be done well on a relatively low budget by a variety of people
from different backgrounds, it is useful for presenting perspectives and experiences of minority
groups and other issues that may not typically be addressed regularly in traditional media.

In terms of social media, I focus on using Facebook (2018), Twitter (2018) and Instagram (2018)
for CandidTalk, as their features are conducive with the style, tone and presentation that most
closely align with the creative frameworks I envisage for reaching CandidTalk’s goals.

“New media forms such as blogs and social networking sites have focused squarely on active
audience participation, uprooting the established relationship between media producer and media
consumer… The line between media producers and consumers has blurred, and the uni-directional broadcast has partially fragmented into many different kinds of multidirectional conversations…”
(Mandiberg, 2012:2).
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Like podcasting, the accessibility of social media production is integral in projecting underrepresented issues and reframing popular narratives. The ability for people outside of traditional media
to create content is powerful and has enabled many practitioners like Aimee Song (@songofstyle,
2018), Hannah Bronfman (@hannahbronfman, 2018) and Elizabeth Uviebinené and Yomi Adegoke (@slayinyourlane, 2018) to produce published works, after building influence on social networks.

“One way of using social technology is to self-manage identity - either personal identity or shared
identity of a certain group” (Warburton, 2013:6).

Structure of this Study
Chapter two briefly presents literature on mental health narratives in media, exploring projects with
similar trajectories to CandidTalk; work that informs the framework CandidTalk aims to build upon.

Showcasing examples of mental health and online communities, as well as podcasts displaying
similar themes to CandidTalk, chapter two views case studies such as Demi Lovato’s public work
relating to mental health awareness and Jonathan Van Ness’ podcast episode tackling the subject
of suicide.

Chapter three details my approach to narrative and style in producing podcasts and social media
content, focusing on adapting content for different sites and implementing strategies to enhance
engagement. I discuss objectives underlying CandidTalk Podcast guest relations and management, data protection policy and ethical considerations. Chapter four explores results and reflection on engagement and feedback surrounding CandidTalk’s content, discussing the importance
CandidTalk’s conversations holds.

Chapter four also highlights challenges and limitations involved in managing a multifaceted goal
in so little time, in addition to considering scope for further development. In the final chapter, I will
summarise key learning points this research has presented.
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Chapter Two: Brief Literature
Review and Case Studies
Mental Health Narratives in Media
Rubin (2012: 1) “psychology and popular culture have long been inexorably linked… In differing
ways, both domains aggregate projected imaginations. Both are concerned with understanding
cathexes, longings, perspectives, attitudes and memes. And both use language and representation to anatomise inchoate communal anxieties and desires.”

In 1961, Nunnally suggested that the insufficient amount of information in the mass media relating
to mental health, at that time, correlated with findings that public awareness about mental health
was unstructured and vague (1961:72).

Reflecting upon mental health representation in the media in the twenty-first century, Morris
(2006:10) says “misinformation and stereotypes can be so pervasive and powerful that we accept
certain elements without question as representing the truth” as well as highlighting the mass media’s power in influencing social change.

“The images of psychiatric disorder that are presented to public audiences shape their attitude and
influence their behaviour. When those images are unfavourable and inaccurate, as they often are,
they contribute to the stigma and discrimination that represent formidable barriers to treatment and
recovery” (Wahl, 2003:ix).

Morris recognises the commercial motivations of media organisations and their realisations that
‘madness’ sells” (2006:14). It is clear that mainstream narratives are dominated by these media
providers, but Morris also states that there is scope to “use various media products as vehicles to
carry health promotional material. There are a number of notable examples both factual and fictional that help to educate the public and challenge attitudes towards ‘mental illness” (2006:15).
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Haig (2018:204) highlights problematic language newspapers and magazines adopt when presenting mental illness, headlines depicting “celebrities ‘confessing’ to depression and anxiety and
eating disorders and addictions, as if those things are crimes… Actual crimes are too often explained as the product of an illness - mass shootings and sexual abuse are often given the media
context of ‘mental health problems’ or ‘addiction’ rather than terrorism and sex crimes. In reality,
people with mental illness are far more likely to be victims of those crimes.”

Haig (2018:205) also emphasises dangerous language patterns surrounding suicide and the term,
‘commit suicide’, which “carries connotations of taboo and criminality, an echo of the days when it
was criminal.” In CandidTalk Podcast episode four, Katrin Davidson, addresses exactly this when
discussing her father’s death, referencing Freedenthal’s (2017) assertion that we should use
the term ‘died by suicide’ rather than ‘committed suicide’ to encourage compassion and reduce
shame.

Despite many detrimental depictions of mental illness permeating everyday media narratives,
there has been an increase in recent years in certain celebrities addressing it in a positive and
educational light, through art, campaigning and sharing their personal experiences.

In April 2017, Prince Harry shared his own experiences with poor mental health in Gordon’s ‘Mad
World’ podcast (2017) as he, along with the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, began leading the
‘Heads Together’ initiative (2018) to raise awareness and encourage support towards people affected by mental health problems.

Lady Gaga has spoken publicly about her own experiences with mental and physical illness, in
addition to creating the ‘Born this Way’ (2018) Foundation with her mother, Cynthia Germanotta,
which promotes mental wellbeing in youths. In 2017, Lady Gaga participated in a conversation
with the Duke of Cambridge for the ‘Heads Together’ hashtag campaign, ‘#oktosay’ (2017), saying,

“The best thing that could come out of my mental illness was to share it with other people and let
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our generation, as well as other generations, know that if you are feeling not well in your mind, that
you’re not alone… We have to make the strongest, most relentless attempt we can to normalise
mental health issues.”

Scott Hutchison of Scottish Indie Rock band, ‘Frightened Rabbit’, spoke about mental health
through his song lyrics and in the media. In May, Hutchison spoke to Trendall (2018) for NME
Magazine about his thoughts and experiences with mental health in relation to music. Sadly,
Hutchison passed away in a suspected suicide in May 2018. Hutchison’s death sparked a great
deal of social media discussion, particularly through Twitter Moments (2018) about suicide, with
people encouraging one another to seek support if they were feeling low.

Hogan (2018) wrote, “that Hutchison apparently couldn’t find the same relief that he brought to so
many others, through his songs and his work with the UK’s Mental Health Foundation, is what’s
most tragic.”

Christensen and Griffiths (2000: 975) say, “the growth of the internet has enormous potential for
facilitating the development of mental health literacy in the community and for providing mental
health programs accessible to many who do not seek or cannot access professional treatment. In
the area of health and mental health, websites are very popular.”

Online Community and Mental Health
The concept of individuals and communities connecting online to bond over factors they have
in common is not new. Rheingold (2000:11) discusses the convenience of being able to directly
access areas of cyberspace where “our favourite subjects are being discussed” in a “virtual community.”

Berger, Wagner and Baker (2005:1821) found that individuals affected by stigmatised illnesses
were “significantly more likely to have used the internet for health information” and to communicate
about their condition online and actually utilise “health care based on information found on the
internet.”
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Richardson; Sekalala and Niezgoda (2018:211) notes the benefits of social media connection for
those with mental illness, including through the Bell Let’s Talk Campaign (2018), but also recognises the potential for negative social media interaction such as trolling and bullying to contribute to
“mental illness, especially among vulnerable youth.”

Elefriends (2018) is an online community chatroom space facilitated by Mind charity, the National
Organisation for Mental Health (2018). Elefriends began as a Facebook group which was formed
in response to the need to share mental health struggles in a safe environment where they would
not be “brushed off” (Howard, 2014).

Elefriends is a good concept, but online feedback suggests the website and mobile app have a
number of technical faults and glitches. On Elefriends’ page on the App Store (2018), it has a 2.5
star rating, with the majority of reviews reporting crashes and glitching, resulting in them not being
able to use it. When setting up an account in research for this study, I encountered three errors
upon attempting to sign in. From a personal perspective, as a user, I found that when I finally
managed to gain entry, I felt the layout to be visually distracting and disengaging, discouraging me
from fully participating in the site.

Walsh (2018) also acknowledges that “social media can have a negative effect on a person’s emotional wellbeing” in addition to being addictive, but insists that, with balance, she believes social
media “is positive on the whole, as the conversation is blown wide open. Those of us who suffer
[from mental illness] often feel the support around them.”

Podcasting
The concept of discussing mental health has already been explored, as previously evidenced with
the ‘Mad World’ (2017) channel. Mind Charity also host ‘The Mind Podcast’ (2018) which hears
perspectives from different people living with mental health problems.

This is a fantastic resource and similarities are undoubtedly apparent with CandidTalk’s theme.
There can always be room for more discussion surrounding mental health and there is also not
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enough focus on the impact of mental illness on the children or dependents of those affected; this
is at the heart of CandidTalk’s motivations in producing content.

The Mental Health Foundation also share a resource in recommending podcasts to inform wellbeing (2018). This is another important tool which covers a wide range of types of mental and
physical illness, whereas CandidTalk’s aim is to represent a more specific issue. CandidTalk also
focuses on this issue in Scotland where it is prevalent and we do not have any podcasts relative to
the themes.

GirlBoss Radio (2018) has been inspirational in building CandidTalk’s podcast design. Having
listened to GirlBoss Radio since its beginning, I have observed the development of quality and
structure within the episodes through their rebranding. GirlBoss Radio sees entrepreneur and author, Sophia Amoruso interviewing entrepreneurial women across various fields in a bid to reframe
stereotypical terms of success for women.

Listening to Amoruso’s prudent interviewing technique for over two years has undoubtedly informed my ability to intuitively ask spontaneous but pertinent questions in CandidTalk’s conversations. GirlBoss Radio is now extremely polished and noticeably structured, with obviously high
production value and creative, concise advertising. Although this is effective for a business podcast, I noted that it would not work so well for a podcast focused on relaxed conversations about
more personal and sensitive issues.

In this thread, I took more guidance from the structures of podcasts like Emma Gannon’s ‘Ctrl Alt
Delete’ (2018), where she interviews creative people about their work in relation to the internet,
sometimes addressing mental health and wellbeing in connection with these narratives. Despite
interviewing various famous individuals, ‘Ctrl Alt Delete’ allows listeners to feel more connected, as
the production feels very intimate, low-budget and relatable, themes I wanted to incorporate with
CandidTalk.

Albeit more intimate, ‘Ctrl Alt Delete’ is set in a professional context, whereas podcasts like ‘The
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Receipts’ (2018) are extremely casual, uninhibited and frank about taboo issues, usually incorporating humour that eases discomfort surrounding such subjects. The hosts, Audrey, Tolani and
Milena discuss their own experiences with sex, relationships, racism, sexism, family, life and offer
advice to listeners who write to them with personal dilemmas.

I aim for the tone of CandidTalk Podcast to sit between the style of ‘Ctrl Alt Delete’ and ‘The Receipts’ podcasts, maintaining a semi-professional and safe approach to mental health while centring the “candid” conversations that share personal, relatable and often unfiltered experiences.

Case Study: Demi Lovato Documentary, ‘Simply Complicated’
Singer, songwriter, and actor, Demi Lovato is a prominent figure who has been open about her
mental illness, family and relationship issues through her work and media relations. Holmes (2017)
calls her the “poster child for mental health advocacy.”

Lovato’s documentary production, directed by Lux Davis, ’Simply Complicated’ (2017) was a vehicle for Lovato to further share her experiences and insight surrounding substance use, addiction,
mental illness, eating disorder and family issues. As reported by Rubin (2017), Lovato said “it gave
me a chance to tell my story and truth in the most intimate and personal way.” In a statement reported by Richford (2017), Lovato emphasised that this was an opportunity to connect further with
her fans, who are largely young women potentially affected by similar issues.

The film details Lovato’s journey from entering the entertainment industry as a child actor and development to international pop star, sharing frank, in-depth information about her experiences with
substance dependence, eating disorder, addiction and bipolar disorder.

The narrative is dominated by Lovato herself, Lovato’s mother, sisters, friend, manager and colleagues, who have been close to her throughout turbulent periods of her personal life.

Lovato speaks eloquently about the nature of her illnesses and forms of self-destruction, how they
affected her on a personal level, rehabilitation and recovery, as well as acknowledging the impact
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it all had upon her loved ones and colleagues.

This open discussion is useful in offering insight to audiences who may not understand the perspectives of a mentally ill person and the effects upon the person’s family, encouraging understanding around this particular theme which correlates with CandidTalk’s purpose. Jones (2002:4)
argues that understanding of families’ experiences when a family member is affected by mental
health problems has been a “neglected dimension”, even in professional models designed to facilitate support for those impacted.

Importantly, there are connections made between Lovato’s illnesses and potential contributing
factors, such as the pressures associated with being a young women in the spotlight, growing up
famous, being a victim of bullying and being affected by her father’s substance dependence and
his consequently harmful parenting methods.

This is useful in contributing to the education surrounding mental illness and encouraging audiences to consider the background and potential factors that can cause or reinforce mental health
problems. Kiesler (1999:15) says causes of mental illness can be the “result of abnormal brain
physiology, painful life events (stressors); of faulty behavioural conditioning; of problems in cognition and information processing; of cycles of self-defeating interpersonal behaviours; of societal
oppression; of societal labelling” and more.

In CandidTalk Podcast episode eight, Becky Todd discusses how the sexual abuse her mother,
Fran, experienced in childhood was a trigger for Fran’s alcohol addiction in adulthood. Becky offers unique perspective in that, despite the abuse, family breakdown and near-death experiences
Fran encountered as part of her illness, Becky is now pleased that Fran went through such extreme illness that forced her to receive professional help and overcome the trauma that caused the
addiction.

O’Leary (2018) discusses evidence, including findings from the aforementioned CDC-Kaiser ACE
study (1997), that childhood trauma is “linked to addiction in adulthood.”
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In relation to technology’s negative impact upon mental health, Lovato’s manager, McIntyre,
highlights in ‘Simply Complicated’ how Lovato’s smartphone represented access to substances
through contact with fellow users and drug dealers, “a lot of the negative influences in her life were
coming through the cell phone.”

With twenty-two millions views on YouTube today, ‘Simply Complicated’ will undoubtedly contribute to the conversation surrounding education and awareness of mental illness. It is disappointing
there are no helplines or support resources referenced at any point in the film, so that audience
members affected by the issues mentioned can be informed of where to seek help.

In every CandidTalk Podcast episode, we mention that there is a list of helpline numbers for a variety of different issues linked in the podcast episode ‘about’ section.

Like CandidTalk, the film is designed to portray mental illness through the perspectives of those
managing and encountering it, though there is the potential drawback in viewers being unable to
relate to Lovato’s unique position and access to support, as a celebrity. It would have been poignant to highlight this aspect and to acknowledge that Lovato has undoubted privilege in her access
to expensive rehabilitation services, considering the amount of evidence surrounding the correlation of mental illness and poverty.

“Poverty increases the risk of mental health problems and can be both a causal factor and a consequence of mental ill health” Elliott (2016:4).

Additionally, Lovato released a song in June, ‘Sober’ (2018) revealing her relapse after six years
in recovery from substance misuse. Just over a month later, she was hospitalised for a suspected
overdose. On 6th August 2018, Lovato (2018) released a statement on Instagram, thanking fans
for their support, saying, “I have always been transparent about my journey with addiction.”

Professor Anderson of Sociology at the University of Delaware specialises in substance use and
told Ducharme of Time Magazine (2018), “if there’s any silver lining to Lovato’s situation,
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it’s that her transparency about her relapse, addiction and recovery could help increase public
compassion and decrease stigma around addiction issues.”

Many aspects surrounding Lovato’s work sharing her experiences with mental health are influential
in CandidTalk’s approach to hosting discussion about the same theme. Although without celebrity
status, CandidTalk aims to represent a wider group of people in the long run, hearing about different mental health experiences through the lens of the children of those affected.

Case Study: Jonathan Van Ness’ ‘Getting Curious’ Podcast Episode
Television personality of the popular Netflix show, ‘Queer Eye’ (2018), Jonathan Van Ness hosts
a podcast, ‘Getting Curious’ (2018) where Van Ness interviews different industry experts in a wide
variety of fields and subjects he is eager to learn about.

In episode 60, ‘How to Cut Suicide Rates Among LGBTQ Youth? With Amit Paley’ (2018) Van
Ness interviews Amit Paley, CEO of the Trevor Project, “the leading national organisation providing
crisis intervention and suicide prevention services to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning (LGBTQ) young people ages 13–24” (The Trevor Project, 2018). Poignantly, The Trevor
Project host a social networking site, TrevorSpace (2018) for LGBTQ youth to connect online. 		
														
After explaining the history and processes behind The Trevor Project’s work and phone helpline,
Paley discusses how to speak to someone who may be suicidal and highlights the importance of
actually asking whether they are having suicidal thoughts. Inspired by this point that I was also
taught about during my emergency service training, I mentioned it in CandidTalk Podcast episode
two with Keira Davidson, as we discussed suicide in relation to mental health.

Freedenthal (2018, ch. 3) suggests there is a common, understandable fear in dealing with suicidal individuals and that it is important to discuss our anxieties in order to overcome them.

Van Ness shares a family member’s and his own experiences with suicidal friends, registering the
lack of awareness around how to support loved ones who are dealing with “acute mental illness.”
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This is essential to address and inspires aspects of CandidTalk’s focus on the impact upon the
loved ones of those affected by mental health problems.

Like Losey (2012: 89), Paley states that it is useful to ask a suicidal person whether they have
made plans to kill themselves, as this not only helps the suicidal person feel they are being taken seriously and have someone to confide in, but is crucial information to help prevent the plans
taking place.

After demonstrating with statistics that suicide is a public health crisis, Paley and Van Ness address the stigma surrounding suicide and mental health, reflecting that the ideology of not talking
about it is ingrained in individuals from a young age within our society, rendering it imperative to
open the conversation about mental health further.

An aspect of stigma that Paley highlights is our language surrounding mental health and suicide,
asserting that staff at The Trevor Project ensure not to use terms that “minimise” suicide or mental
illness, such as phrases like, “I could kill myself” to communicate and dramatise feeling uncomfortable in everyday situations.

The language around mental health and suicide is another topic that has cropped up in CandidTalk Podcast episodes two and four; it is an important part of society’s progress to reducing stigma because language is so influential on the way we think and behave, say Brazier and Lobjoit
(1991:116).

Importantly, Van Ness is open about his own discomfort surrounding suicide, examining the problematic attitudes he, himself holds towards certain areas of mental health. This is helpful in encouraging audiences to consider their own stances in relation to tackling taboo topics around mental
illness, which is a great way to work towards developing understanding and self-awareness.

One drawback of this episode is when Van Ness interrupts Paley during a particularly poignant
point Paley is making about the Trevor Project working to reach out to conservative, typically
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homophobic communities where there may be young LGBTQ people who need support. Due to
the framework of the podcast series, there is an advert break at this marker, hence Van Ness’ interruption. Van Ness returns to this line of discussion after the advert, but the disruption in engagement is frustrating and feels coarse.

Despite this, the overall episode is another useful source amplifying the suggestion that our culture
needs to continue talking about mental health in open, kind and nuanced ways that encourage
understanding, rather than perpetuating stereotypes and reinforcing shame.
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Chapter Three: Methodology

Narrative, Storytelling: Social Media
While developing vision for CandidTalk’s brand, communication style and content, I was conscious
of the types of tone, narrative and messages I wanted to convey on the platform. I incorporated
the logo, colour scheme and branding styles I created for CandidTalk during the previous semester.

In expanding CandidTalk’s brand for this project, I implemented knowledge from practitioners like
Humberstone (2017:7), who says branding concerns “managing what people expect, experience
and remember about your business” and Eagle et al. (2015:27) on strategic communication and
approaching it from a marketing perspective, focusing on “both the process and the outcome.”

To inform my method of delivery, I incorporated insight from Pulizzi’s (2014:5) processes for developing a “content marketing strategy”, which can utilise all “story channels (print, online, in-person,
mobile, social).”

It is important for CandidTalk’s strategic communication to engage the audience through values
of humour, honesty and a relatable approach. This design is gearing CandidTalk to operate as a
media brand that is an approachable entity, open to sharing perspectives of a wide range of individuals and be accessible for audiences to share their own experiences.

Pages 22-25 display examples of captions I wrote across Facebook (2018), Twitter (2018) and Instagram (2018). Although I sometimes deliver the same message across each site, the writing has
to be adapted for the style of platform; considerations of character limitations, visual representation, algorithms, varying hashtag rules and language that will engage better with the demographic
occupying each site.
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There are also some stand alone posts that I delivered on only one site. This is due to the nature
of the site. For instance, Twitter requires a great deal more engagement with and sharing of other
accounts’ tweets; it would not make sense to communicate that particular interaction across other
accounts.

On Instagram, grid posts receive greater interaction if there is an Insta-Story posted simultaneously (Lyfe Marketing, 2018), so it is appropriate to share a unique variation of the post on the story, or
share a small update about something related that otherwise would not be shared on different platforms. Context is key here; the variation across different platforms is also a motivation for users to
follow a brand on more than one social network.

This intentional informality is resonated through the style of images, social media and website
copy, videos and podcast episodes. Although I implement high quality photographs, I amalgamate
this in the social media feeds with selfies with guests. Instagram Stories is particularly useful for
addressing followers in a relaxed, intimate manner.

“Visual storytelling is defined as the use of images, videos, infographics, presentations and other
visuals on social media platforms to craft a graphical story around key brand values and offerings.”
From the late 1990’s to mid-2000’s, sites like Flickr, Myspace and Facebook devised the initial
“opportunities for visual engagement” Walter and Gioglio (2014:8-9).

I created many images for social media using graphic design via Adobe Illustrator (2018). I have
only been using graphic design since beginning this MSc programme, so am still developing my
skills in this area and believe that the CandidTalk visuals could be improved with more time and
concentration.

A great deal of the social media content consists of photographs and videos of the podcast recordings. For episode five, the participant, Jo, requested not to be videoed or photographed. I respected her wishes as I want the podcast to be inclusive and adaptable. Having no images or video to
work with, I used an image I shot of rambling white roses in my neighbour’s garden as an
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alternative to the typical image of the participant and me; I felt this was relevant as, in the podcast,
Jo discusses how gardening is a form of self-care for her when her mental health is poor. White
roses are also symbolic of honour and admiration (Farrell, 2014) which is apt; Jo is the eldest participant thus far and has a great deal of wisdom and advice to share regarding her experiences.

Using Adobe After Effects (2018) I created a video with an audio waveform accompanying a sound
clip from Jo’s full episode recording, an alternative promotion to the usual video of recordings that I
use for other episodes. This was my first time using After Effects, I learned a great deal from Tutvid
(2017) and look forward to perhaps creating more waveform videos to promote future episodes.
To edit the other videos, I mostly used iMovie (2018), as I wanted the format to be simple and the
editing time quick.

In terms of social media delivery, I took inspiration from brands’ social media such as Innocent
(2018), Child Mind Institute (2018) and Girlboss (2018), whose “Insta-Stories” are carefully designed and highly engaging, in comparison to most on-the-spot creations, which can also be engaging but are more common.

Following and engaging with online community platforms on Instagram and Twitter like those cultivated by Marjanovic (2018), Cargle (2018), Okafor (2018), Bell (2018) and Cox (2018) discussing
mental health issues, racism, misogynoir, sexism and fatphobia enabled me to envisage a similar
space for CandidTalk audiences; discussing growing up with parents or carers affected by mental
health problems.
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Narrative, Storytelling: Podcast
In the podcast episodes, I work to host a laid-back, safe environment without judgement, where
participants can speak freely about their experiences. The episode structure is deliberately loose,
enabling the interviewees to direct discussion. This will be expanded upon later in the chapter; participant relations and podcast facilitation.

Narrative is important, as the podcast episodes are released on a weekly basis. Due to the working timeframe and participants’ availability and locations, I recorded many episodes weeks in
advance so I would have time to edit and prepare, as I was working on this dissertation and doing
other freelance work simultaneously.

I utilised GarageBand (2018) to edit the podcast episodes, learning some aspects from a tutorial
video by Flynn (2018). I enjoyed developing my existing skills from years of film and video editing.

To maximise time, I chose to purchase music online to implement into the podcast episodes. I
found music from ‘Catchy Memorable Music Pack’ which I felt had the right tone and vibe for the
podcast on Envato (2018), where I purchased the rights to two tracks I use as the podcast’s opening theme, transition jingle and closing tune.

Davis (2017) provides useful frameworks for podcast episode structures. I studied and adapted his
recommendations to align more closely with the aims of CandidTalk Podcast. This is my version:

‣ Introduction Theme: This is the same for every episode, it introduces myself and explains
what the podcast is about.

‣ Introducing the Guest: Laid-back chat with the guest about how I know them, discussing
any poignant or funny memories we share in order to establish a relaxing environment and
allow them to get used to talking while being recorded.

‣ Main Bulk of the Podcast Chat: The guest discusses experiences they wish to raise and I
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ask them questions about it spontaneously as we go along.

‣ Closing Words: I ask the guest to share any social media handles or other information 		
they would like to promote, before encouraging listeners to leave feedback and follow 		
CandidTalk on social media.

The lack of mediation in question planning is deliberate, in aiming to provide an authentic feel to
the podcast conversations. Later in this chapter I will further discuss how I prepare guests for their
episodes, but do not plan questions to ask them, I simply ask them about experiences they wish to
discuss and devise careful questions in the moment.

I make it clear to guests that if I ask a question they do not wish to answer they should simply say
so, and that I will edit that section and begin with another question the guest is comfortable with.
So far, I have never had a guest express discomfort or unwillingness to answer a question, so this
process is proving effective, as the natural engagement in the interviews is stimulating to listeners
(see feedback comments on pages 40-46).

Lankow et al. (2012:10) say, “the Information Age has fundamentally changed the way we think
and communicate. We are now a culture that thrives on learning and sharing—much of this is facilitated by the increasing ubiquity of social media.”

The decisions underpinning the narrative of the podcast conversations is also influenced by the
nature of “learning and sharing”, I want the audience to feel like they are learning with me as I ask
spontaneous questions.

Comparisons can be drawn between podcasting and reality television, as podcasting is arguably a
form of structured reality itself. “Broadcast media includes a long history of consumer involvement
and the incorporation of the everyday into entertainment, reality TV introduced new production
methods and direct consumer participation” (Calcutt; Southerton, 2011:2). This raises questions of
authenticity in relation to the performance of the self, Hill (2005:59) states audiences’ trust in the
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authenticity of reality television is dependent on the “ways in which each reality format is set up to
capture the stories of everyday people.”

These considerations contributed to my decisions to enable CandidTalk participants to direct discussion and request cuts of any information they may wish to retract. I wanted participants to have
autonomy in telling their stories; I designed the podcast to be about them sharing their experiences on their own terms and not through exploitation for the sake of entertainment.

I chose to do the first podcast episode alone, telling my own story in relation to the subject so that
audiences and participants understand my personal background and objectives in wishing to project these matters. I wished to demonstrate that I was not willing to ask others about such sensitive issues without sharing my own, which I reference a great deal when interviewing participants
about their own experiences in order to make them feel more comfortable and less isolated.

I felt that this manner of storytelling, participants sharing their perspectives voluntarily, would communicate more authentically whilst ensuring participants feel comfortable and in control of their
positions.

CandidTalk’s style of podcasting can also be likened to “contemporary journalism” that is “full of
people ‘speaking personally” with the narrative of ‘your story’ and the “real-life experience” and
“emotions and feelings straight from the protagonists’ mouths” being the markers of authenticity in
a storyline (Coward, 2013:1-3). Coward (2013:6) highlights the rise of “personality-based journalism” as well as increasing “opinion-led journalism” where writers are upfront about their personal
lives, showcasing personality in their work.

I intentionally incorporate my own personality and sense of humour into the episodes in order to
ease the discomfort that can arise as part of discussing challenging subjects. Humour is an “unavoidable aspect of how we approach and understand the world as a site of meaning, politics, and
life itself (Holm, 2017:8). Humour and comedy has helped me understand a great deal about the
experiences of others, which I hope can be replicated through CandidTalk Podcast.
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A large part of the social media content is comprised of photos and videos of the podcasting sessions; I use my own Sony A7 DSLR camera and iPhone X. Fellow programme student, Haley
Biswell (s1754626) kindly photographed three episode recordings. My friend, Kerry Bruce, photographed episode three in London, in addition to booking a recording space for us at her university.
When nobody is available to photograph, I take stills from the video, which are poorer quality.

To record, I use an Electro-Voice RE20 microphone, microphone stand, XLR cable and H6 Zoom,
rented from the university’s music store. Due to recording in many places, I chose to use one microphone between myself and the participant, as I was carrying a great deal of equipment around
alone. This impacted some of the audio. In episodes four and five, my voice is noticeably quieter
as we were in non-acoustic environments and I was slightly pressured due to external factors and
was distracted from consciously moving myself closer to the microphone when speaking. This
encouraged me to be more aware of audio issues when recording later episodes.

Throughout the podcasts, participants and I mention many references and topics, which are important to provide necessary links to in the podcast “bio” sections for each episode. I am careful
to write these concisely and informatively, including any relevant links to the participants’ social
media sites or work they wish to promote.
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Website
I initially created the CandidTalk website as part of the Digital Playgrounds for the Online Public
course, but updating it with new content has been a critical aspect of the content distribution process of this project. I created a podcast page which hosts hyperlinked buttons to each podcast
platform where the episodes are hosted, in order to make it as inviting as possible, especially if
users are passing through on social media and potentially making decisions on whether or not to
listen in a short space of time.

On this podcast page, I display the videos and some photos shared on social media which showcase the behind-the-scenes and short soundbites from the podcast episodes, so as to promote the
episodes alongside the links; aiming to captivate viewers’ attention to pursue the podcast links.

Katrin created a list of book recommendations to accompany her podcast episode, so I adapted it
into a blog post for the CandidTalk website, with her permission. The blog is an area I aim to develop further in future.

Community Cultivation, Engagement
Social Media Marketing is the utilisation of “social media channels to understand customers and
engage them” with the ultimate goal being to reach “a particular target consumer and to foster
engagement, social sharing and advocacy among the customer base” (Zahay, 2015:75). This is
where CandidTalk’s aims lie in raising awareness about mental health and family issues.

Levin (2018:16-17) suggests everyday social media users have “more publishing power than the
largest media companies in the world had less than twenty years ago” and that “digital content
creators” are today’s media.

The main motivation underneath the design of the visual storytelling on social media is to captivate
the attention of those coming across CandidTalk on hash tags, tagged posts and through recommendations or other accounts.
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Instagram is a particularly useful platform for this, as your visual grid can tell a greater story at a
glance than a timeline of tweets or Facebook posts. This is where colour scheme, consistency
and stimulating imagery is most important and can be the basis for which users “come together to share experiences with one another” and engage with your page (Song, 2016:41). Green
(2018:12) presents data indicating Instagram is the most effective social media platform for companies and brands.

Kelsey (2017:7) emphasises the importance of monitoring engagement; recommending tools that
have “nifty ways to sift through social media and visualise the results” to help businesses understand how people are feeling when they interact with your “brand, products and keywords.” Levin
(2017:73) agrees; “have a system in place to track engagement.”

I utilise Instagram, Facebook and SoundCloud’s (2018) analytics tools to understand the levels of
engagement CandidTalk is generating on a weekly basis, informing how I adapt the content for the
following weeks and in future projects.

In chapter four, I will present comments, messages and feedback provided by listeners which instigates that, even in its early stages, CandidTalk has the capacity to cultivate a community.
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Guest Relations, Ethics, Data Protection
Guest relations is an integral aspect of this project, as the podcast participants’ engagement is critical to the substance of CandidTalk. The sensitive subject and nature in which participants would
be sharing personal experiences meant I had to concentrate greatly on facilitating the preparation
process, as well as the podcast recording and the post-recording phase.

Ethical considerations are hugely important. Dunn (1998:8-11) says “benevolence and humanity”
should naturally always govern interaction with those affected by mental illness, emphasising the
importance of consideration for autonomy - a person’s “ability to make their own decisions and
determine their own lives.”

The podcast is primarily designed as a space to enhance the autonomy of those affected, to tell
stories of their experiences through their own lens, so this consideration is priority when establishing the podcast environment. To inform my approach, I read about ethics and confidentiality in the
medical profession in relation to mental health, Cordess (2001) for example. Although that industry is vastly different from the context I am operating within, I found it useful to understand mental
health ethics from a medical perspective.

Furthermore, I sought professional advice from relatives and a peer who are established professionals in the social work and medical sectors, as to how I should conduct the podcast sessions
and guest relations in as safe and respectful a manner as possible.

I drew upon the emergency service training I have undergone, in working with vulnerable individuals in emergency situations. My experience, education and reading prepared me to make decisions regarding the guest relations facilitation that would maximise their comfort and enable them
to have a safe experience in participating in this podcast.

I decided that, for the first season of this podcast, I would only interview friends or close acquaintances who I knew well enough to be able to support them in a full capacity, understanding their
boundaries. I informed a number of people I was planning this podcast, about the nature of it and
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that I would welcome anyone on it who felt they had appropriate backgrounds and wished to participate. This allowed potential participants to approach me about getting involved, instead of me
seeking people out and risking the potential of pressuring them into participating.

I created an information document (Appendix One) explaining the podcast’s objectives and CandidTalk’s purpose. If guests still want to participate after reading this, I issue them a ‘Podcast Prep’
(Appendix Two) document explaining about potentially sensitive subjects we may cover and how
guests should go about only talking about issues that made them feel comfortable, how the recording works and informing them of their rights in backing out at any time and that the finished
recording would belong to them as much as myself.

After recording with participants, I issue each with a ‘Self-Care Gift Bag’ containing a ‘CandidTalk
Podcast’ postcard bearing a message of thanks, a wellbeing journal, by Cater and Sevig (2017) or
‘The Little Book of Mindfulness’ by Collard (2014), along with confectionary, lavender oil, moisturiser, body scrubs and items I believe the individual may enjoy. The image on the card is ‘SWITCHBOARD’ (2018) purchased via Adobe Stock.
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I ensure to check in with participants to see how they are feeling over the weeks after recording
the podcast and whether they need any support. Six participants said that they found the recording
process to be enjoyable and therapeutic.

Data protection policy is essential. I studied an online Award for Data and Analysis (2018) with the
Institute of Direct and Digital Marketing to improve my understanding of data. I adapted the Media
and Culture module consent form, which I asked participants to sign; photocopies of these are
available on the dissertation SD card.

To gain ethics approval from the university, I was required to implement a procedure whereby
podcast episodes remain online for a year, before they are deleted and also erased from offline
storage after eighteen months. I inform all participants of this process.
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Chapter Four: Results, Reflection
Levels of Engagement and Feedback
As CandidTalk podcast and social media presence is still new, the engagement is mainly within the
social networks of mine, the guests’ and certain parties I have managed to reach thus far through
social media networking. The community I have already built within my personal social media has
enhanced the podcast’s engagement, many users I connect with online reached out to me praising
the podcast.

Below is a compilation of feedback I received for episodes one, two, three and four, followed by
the engagement analytics for each episode, provided by SoundCloud (2018).

The comments have been encouraging; particularly feedback from listeners saying they have
learned from and found comfort in listening to the podcast, which was part of the aim. The interest
and engagement represents a strong desire to hear more discourse surrounding the perspectives
of people who have grown up in households affected by mental illness.

CandidTalk has received endorsements from The Junction, a Leith based, award-winning organisation that “takes a holistic approach towards young people’s health and wellbeing” (The Junction,
2018), and education professional and mental health activist, John Naples-Campbell. The Junction
have invited CandidTalk to get involved with their work and open days. YouTuber and Vlogger,
Connor Thomson McKay shared CandidTalk podcast in his ‘Current Favourites’ video (2018).

The podcast’s engagement has prompted Scott Johnston, Head Lecturer at Performing Arts Studio
Scotland to invite myself and another podcast participant to speak to his students about our paths.
Gonzalo Silva, Office Management at Skyscanner, has also invited me to speak to the company’s
staff about mental health.
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Challenges and Limitations of the Project
In the previous compilation of data analytics, I specifically use SoundCloud as this was the only
platform the podcast existed on until 5th August. An obstacle I encountered early on was misunderstanding the process of submitting a podcast to popular hosting sites such as Apple Podcasts
(2018) and Spotify (2018).

On these platforms, the podcast must go through an approval procedure, which can take up to
two weeks. I had already begun the social media marketing and the strategy in place was already
pushed back due to other issues, so I decided to proceed, releasing the episodes on SoundCloud.
By the fifth of August, CandidTalk was on Apple Podcasts and the following week it appeared on
Spotify. Going forward, I promote the podcast’s existence on all of these platforms.

The other issues I encountered centred around the university’s ethics approval form. Early in the
semester, I enquired about ethics and was assured that it was unlikely to be a problem. I sought
and adapted consent forms from a previous module, Media and Culture. Beyond this, I was unaware I was required to complete a consent form until a fellow student advised me to pursue it in
July.

Due to not being fully informed of the ethics approval process, I was pressured by time constraints
in relation to the podcast episode releases. In blog entry seven (https://www.jenniferwalker.org/
single-post/2018/07/20/Dealing-with-Delays), I detail the full situation. Ultimately, I had to push the
second episode back a week as I waited for ethics approval in order to publicise interviews with
participants as part of this project.

Before approval was granted, I was extremely anxious about the outcome, not knowing when the
approval decision would be made or what impact this would have upon the online engagement
and momentum and whether I would have to redirect the design of my project so late in the semester. I sought advice from my personal tutor, Andrew Connor, who contacted the department
who manage ethics approval in postgraduate studies, helping speed up the process.
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Other challenges that arose throughout this project were related to guests’ reliability. Mostly, the
guests were excellent in preparing for and engaging in podcast interviews, but there were two
guests who pulled out of interviews last minute and another guest who was over two hours late for
recording, which then put a great deal of pressure on me to conduct the interview quickly before
the building we were in closed.

Due to the sensitive nature of the podcast, I endeavoured to remain compassionate and understanding during these situations, as I aim to make the guests feel as comfortable as possible and
fully respect their decisions not to participate. I recognise their actions may have been attributed to
nerves.

The financial aspect of this project was demanding. I chose to travel to London to interview two
participants who live there, which meant paying for travel and accommodation. There was great
cost in producing the podcast; it was necessary to purchase rights to music that would best represent CandidTalk’s brand, in addition to paying fees for hosting large audio files on podcast hosting
platforms, Buzzsprout (2018) and SoundCloud.

Due to the time constraints of this project, I rushed some of the content planning for social media
in order to focus on enhancing the podcast content. Although pleased with the outcome of the individual designs, I feel they did not fully coordinate on Instagram within the desired brand aesthetic.
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Conclusion
Key Takeaways
Spaces to discuss experiences of those growing up with parents or family members affected by
mental illness are important. The feedback, engagement, relevant literature and similar projects
suggest there is a need for CandidTalk’s platform.

Although attitudes towards mental health are improving, there is further requirement for understanding of the specific backgrounds and factors that permeate mental health problems. The
stigma that dehumanises those who are affected by poor mental health is still prevalent and the
more work that can be done to prevent it, the better. It is critical to approach these issues compassionately and sensitively.

Specifically, there is a lack of mainstream media based in Scotland that is dedicated towards
discussing mental health issues. The CandidTalk brand is in its early stages, but there is potential
to develop its scale to meet our culture’s need to understand more perspectives of encountering
mental illness.

Scope for Development
Going forward, I aim to continue developing CandidTalk’s social media communications strategy.
As mentioned previously, the aesthetic of the visual images and videos could be improved to a
point where they are more engaging to a wider variety of users on social media.

In conducting the podcast, I am working to refine my own presenting skills to keep the episodes as
concise and engaging as possible; there have been periods where I repeat myself across episodes and although I am presenting lines of thought in new ways, I will endeavour to incorporate
more new discussion.
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As highlighted in this blog entry eight (https://www.jenniferwalker.org/single-post/2018/07/27/CandidTalk-Podcast-Engagement-Episodes-1-2), I believe diversity is important in podcast guests and
aim to expand my skills and network to recruit podcast participants from a wider variety of backgrounds, so CandidTalk can be inclusive and represent as many groups as possible.

Although I am happy to invest my own money into this project because I am passionate about it,
it would be helpful to harness financial support. I plan to apply for funding from government and
council bodies.

The more influence CandidTalk develops, the more likely I will be successful in securing a sponsorship by advertising a relevant product or service on the podcast. If I choose to pursue this
route, I will ensure that the product or service is important to CandidTalk’s purpose and will be of
genuine interest to the majority of our audience.
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Appendix One: Podcast
Information Document for Participants

CandidTalk
Podcast
What is CandidTalk?

CandidTalk is a blog and online community designed to deliver digital tools that
support people, particularly adolescents, who have parents that manage mental
illness, addiction and/or toxic behavioural patterns. In future, we hope to hold
meetings at community centres in Edinburgh.
My friend, Becky and I founded CandidTalk after discussing the lack of support available for people who can often find themselves in the difficult position of ‘parenting
parents’, shouldering parent-related trauma and/or becoming disconnected from
the parent(s) altogether.
There is stigma, shame and discomfort surrounding these issues; CandidTalk aims
to create a safe online space for those affected to feel seen, discuss their own
journey, learn more about different conditions and coping mechanisms — and know
they are not alone.

Our Approach

We do not seek to demonise or alienate parents managing illness, we approach
mental health issues with compassion and kindness. We understand that our community may be dealing with these conditions, too.
CandidTalk merely wishes to acknowledge that it can have a huge and sometimes
debilitating effect on an adolescent’s life when their parents suffer or have suffered
from mental illness, addiction and/or toxic behavioural issues (we are also mindful
not to promote the assumption that these go hand in hand).
This subject is extremely sensitive and we are not trained mental health professionals. The goal of CandidTalk is to create a space to discuss our experiences, share
information we’ve learned about the subject and tackle stigma, not to provide
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medical advice. Although we speak primarily from our own experiences, we want
CandidTalk to be inclusive, intersectional and accessible to as many people as possible.

CandidTalk Podcast

CandidTalk Podcast will be a huge part of the online tools to help generate discussion around managing parent-related difficulties. Hosted by Jennie, we will talk
about experiences, the nature of addiction, mental illness and the impact of codependency.
On the podcast, we hope to chat with guests who have experience in this area and
hear their opinions and experience. We are keen to hold relaxed conversations
on the requested terms of our guests. We want to make the experience as comfortable, safe and accommodating as possible.
Our guests can have any amount of experience in this area and we particularly
encourage those who have different ones from our own. We also encourage parents
to be on the podcast, so we can better understand perspectives from the other side,
too.

Pre and Post Podcast Chat

Before the interview, we will send our guests ideas of topics we might explore and
ask that the guests make us aware of any required accommodations or questions
that are absolutely off limits. We will fully respect your requests.
After the podcast we recommend you practise self care (whatever that means to
you) and are happy to provide tools to help with this, should you be interested.
If you would like to, we will allow you to listen to the podcast before we edit it to be
released online and we will cut any sections you do not wish to be made public. Do
not hesitate to contact us if you have any queries.

Payment

CandidTalk is completely new and is currently being set up by the two of us. We do
not make any money from our work. We sincerely regret that we cannot, at this time,
pay a full fee to our Podcast guests for their time and energy — which we do not
take for granted.
If there are any services you would like that we can provide you in return for your
time (e.g. filmmaking, photography, copywriting, public speaking coaching) please
let us know and we will be happy to offer these.
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We will cover any travel costs where required.

Want to Learn More?

We are in the early stages of setting up the website and social media for CandidTalk,
but we are happy for you to check them out to get an idea of where we are heading
with this brand and community.
Click here to view the CandidTalk website, or visit Jennie’s Blog Post, where she
discusses the purpose of CandidTalk in relation to the dissertation research she is
doing with the digital media work.

Questions?

If you would like to ask questions or chat more about the CandidTalk Podcast, give
Jennie a call on 07800828210 or email her at jenniferjwalker@hotmail.co.uk.

Thank you so much for your interest in being
part of the CandidTalk Podcast!
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Appendix Two: Podcast
Preparation Document for Participants

CandidTalk
Podcast
Podcast Topics

Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in the CandidTalk Podcast! I’m so
grateful for your contribution and am looking forward to speaking to you about this
important subject.
Below are some rough guidelines — if the conversation takes a different but authentic path and you are comfortable going with it, then that’s what we’ll do.
If at any point you feel uncomfortable, please say so! Don’t worry about disrupting
the podcast flow, just take a pause after the last thing you said, then say, “actually,
I’d like to talk about something else” and we will of course do that and can cut
anything out that you don’t want to be released.
Depending on your answers to questions, I might add in other little questions in relation to what you’re speaking about. If I ask you anything you don’t want to cover, just
follow the instructions listed above. I never want you to talk about anything you don’t
feel comfortable with.

Things to Consider Prior to Podcast Day

In addition to making me aware of any subjects/themes/questions you do or do not
want me to cover on the podcast chat, please let me know if you only wish to discuss your experiences with one parent, who that parent is and whether you’re happy
to chat about the whole family/other parents/siblings as well.

Timing, Water, Permission to Chat

We aim for this podcast to be between 30 and 45 minutes. We will provide bottled
water for you to have throughout. I will ask you to read and sign an interview
consent form, which will be sent to you ahead of the interview, alongside this document. If you’re happy with it, you can sign it on the day — I’ll provide printed copies.
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Warm Up and Pre Chat

To begin, we’ll do some tongue twisters, loosen our bodies and have a short, general chat, which will be recorded but likely not broadcast, just to get us relaxed and
into the flow.

Introducing... You!

I’ll introduce the podcast and setting. “We have Keira here with us today, a great
friend of mine… She’ll be chatting to us about her experiences and thoughts on
the subject of mental illness/addiction in parents” etc. and I’ll ask you to briefly introduce yourself and tell us a bit about you — it can be absolutely anything, your
personal life, work, family, where you grew up, your hobbies, whatever you like.

Your Experiences with an Unwell and/or Difficult Parent

After I’ve introduced you, I’ll kick off the subject and ask you something like, “so I
know we’ve discussed this before — I know you have a parent whose been affected
by mental illness/difficult behaviour patterns, can you tell us a bit about your experience?”

Types of Questions/Issues I May Raise

*** Please read these carefully and make me aware if there are any themes you
do not wish to cover, I will fully respect your wishes. If you are unsure of the
meaning behind any terms featured here, please ask me. ***
This list is broad and not every issue will apply to you. If there are any themes that
are not listed below that you would like to discuss, please let me know.
Depending on your story and experiences, issues I may discuss in the subject of
unwell and/or difficult parents are:
‣ Mental health, mental illness (including depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety,
suicide, eating disorders, PTSD), addiction, codependency, disability
‣ The parent-child dynamic; how it was affected for you (e.g. having to take on
great responsibility/trauma at a young age, caring for your parent or siblings as
a result of parents’ illness)
‣ Power structures/external issues that may inform parents’ behaviour: sexism,
racism, misogyny, homophobia, ableism (including stigma on mental health and
chronic illness), poverty
‣ Emotional and physical abuse
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‣ Toxic behaviour, selfishness, narcissism and denial in parents
‣ The moment when you learned more about your parent’s illness/roots of behaviour and it shed light on the circumstances for you, how you felt about that
‣ How you feel about discussing this subject in everyday life, how people react
when you are open about it
‣ How you view your parent now, at this point in your life
‣ If you still have a relationship with your parent, do you still find it difficult interacting with them? How do you manage that relationship whilst maintaining
boundaries?
‣ Self-care and coping mechanisms
‣ Family history, genetic patterns and nature vs. nurture
‣ The impact your experiences with your parent have on your life, relationships,
mental and physical health, study, work, career, hobbies, identity, perspective,
personality
‣ Self-care and coping mechanisms
‣ Advice you would give to your younger self and others going through similar
experiences to yours
‣ Whether your experiences have affected the way you consciously planneds/
are planning your lifestyle

Plugs

Have a think about anything you might want to promote before we close off the podcast. It could just be your social media handles, maybe it’s your flash new website,
perhaps you’re about to produce a play, maybe it’s an activism campaign you care
about and want to encourage people to support. At the end of the podcast I will
prompt you on this and you can plug anything you please.

Thank you

Thank you for reading this and again for getting involved! I’m looking forward to
our chat. Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any queries or requests;
07800828210 or jenniferjwalker@hotmail.co.uk.
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